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Abstract 

The computer, primarily invented for computing and calculating mechanically to minimize the human errors in the calculation 
and making calculations, fast, accurate and reliable, has been interfaced with other computers giving rise to 
intra/interconnectivity. Computers entered into documentations with its connection to telecommunications led to transfer of data 
with accuracy and speed. In World Wide Web era, the computer has been penetrated to masses across the world for information 
and changed entire scenario and overtaken all the media of communication. Smartphones or computer in hand has further 
enlarged dimensions of communication technology.  A LAN, a WAN or a point-to-point link between two computers are all 
considered as one network and treated equal. Internet Protocol (IP) is essential for the internet communication, to identify the 
source of the information. Exponential growth of internet user across the world, has eased the communications be fast and 
accurate and the same misuser of internet connectivity’s has also grown and internet is being used for large numbers of nefarious 
activities by mischief-makers.  Pinpointing the mischief-makers out of millions of user at any given point of time cannot be 
possible without use of Internet Protocol address. IP address is instrumental in tracing the device which has been used on the 
internet for any activities’, which is unlawful and illegal. 
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1. Introduction 
The IP in interconnected systems uses packets of information called a "catenet" and facilitates in transmitting blocks of 
data (datagrams) from the sources (host) to the destinations (receiver). Internet Protocol facilitates in fragmentation of 
message at the source or destination in small packets called ‘catenet’ and these packets are to be reassembled at the 
receiver source or the ‘host’. The system has to ensure that there is no error in assembly of the ‘catenets’ i.e. the sequence 
of the message is not disturbed during transportation of the packets from the ‘host’ to the ‘destination’ and the vice versa, 
otherwise the whole purpose of the communication shall be lost and its accuracy shall become questionable. IP capitalizes 
on the services supporting the networks in service and qualities of Interfaces, is called the host-to-host protocols 
functioning in an internet environment. IP address has to be A unique, the first and foremost requirement, to 
communicate with other systems on the Internet. Identification number/address is an essential requirement for any 
computer or machine to function on the network. Such identity is called the ‘Internet Protocols’ (IP) is assigned by the 
‘Internet Assigned Number Authority’ (IANA) all over the globe. In telecommunications, a ‘communications protocol’ 
sets the system of the digital rules for data exchange within or between computers. The data exchanged through a 
computer network, computer science/information technology is carried by the system of rules is called the ‘network 
protocol’. There is close analogy between the ‘Protocols’ and ‘Programming languages’ as the ‘Protocols’ are to 
communications as ‘Programming Languages’ are to computations. A familiar example of a protocolling language is the 
HTML language used to describe web pages which are the actual web protocols. Networking protocols operate in very 
heterogeneous environments consisting of very different network technologies.  ISO choose a similar but more general 
path. The communications protocols in use on the Internet are designed to function in very complex and diverse settings 
and are structured using a layering scheme as a basis. Instead of using a single universal protocol to handle all 
transmission tasks, a set of cooperating protocols fitting the layering scheme is used.  The layering scheme in use on the 
Internet is called the TCP/IP model.   
 
The Protocols should specify rules governing the transmission. Digital message bit strings are exchanged. The bit strings 
are divided in fields and each field carries information relevant to the protocol. Bit strings longer than the Maximum 
Transmission Unit (MTU) are divided in pieces of appropriate size. Addresses are used to identify both the sender and the 
intended receiver(s). Long bit strings are divided in pieces, and then sent on the network individually. Flow control is 
needed to regulate the flow of bit strings. Formal ways for describing the syntax of the communications are Abstract 
Syntax Notation One, conforming to the standard having been set by the International Organization for Standardization 
(ISO) or to standards set by Augmented Backus-Naur form (IETF standard). An Internet addresses consists of a ‘net id’ 
and a ‘host id’. An Internet Address has to identify the connection to its network than an individual computer. The ‘net 
id’s are used by routers for deciding the destination of a packet. In the Network technology free hand is obtained by using 
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low-level Address Resolution Protocol. A LAN, a WAN or a point-to-point link between two computers are considered as 
one network and treated equally. 
At present two types of Internet of protocols are in use known as Ipv4 and Ipv6. 
 
2. The IPv4 
The IPv4 is the nick name for the internet protocol version 4. IPv4 comprises of 4 blocks of three characters each in 
decimal having value between 0 and 255 or 256 numbers including the 0. IPv4 uses 32 bits format for the addressing 
system. 32-bits formats was devised keeping into consideration for occupying minimum storage space as the storage space 
had been a costlier affair in those day, when originally Internet Protocols had been developed. IPv4 address has 4 
segments containing 3 characters each and the character are in decimals digits, for an example of a typical IPv4 address 
may look like 123.123.123.123. Each segment of protocol may have any number of 3 digits and prefixed 0 do not carry 
any value, so 012.001.012.002 can be represented in compressed form as 12.1.12.2. Another limitation due to 32 bits 
structure is with characters in decimal in segments with restriction on its value for each  segment has to be between 0 to 
255 i.e. 256 numbers in all. Total number of Internet protocol which can be generated in IPv4 system is 
256X256X256X256, the unique number reaching to almost 4.3 billion. The Internet Protocol address are classified into 
A, B, C, D, and E classes, to accommodate varying network sizes, each address class handles for a network of a unique 
size. The class defines the possible number of networks and the number of hosts for each network. Each class also defines 
which bits of the IP address are used for the network identifier and which bits are used for the host identifier. The 
following illustration shows the IP address settings for the five IP address classes. 

 
Figure 1 

 
Table 1: The table showing the address classes supported by Windows Embedded in IPv4 is as under:. 

Address 
Class 

Description 

Class A  Assigned to networks with a large number of hosts. The high-order bit in a class A address 
is always set to 0. The next seven bits, completing the first octet, complete the network 
identifier. The remaining 24 bits — the last three octets — represent the host identifier. 
This accommodates 126 networks, 128 minus two reserved addresses, and over 16 million 
hosts for each network. 

Class B Assigned to networks with a medium to large number of hosts. The two high-order bits in a 
class B address are always set to 10. The next 14 bits — completing the first two octets — 
complete the network identifier. The remaining 16 bits — the last two octets — represent 
the host identifier. This accommodates 16,384 networks and more than 65,000 hosts for 
each network. 

Class C Assigned to networks with a small number of hosts, specifically, local area networks 
(LANs). The three high-order bits in a class C address are always set to 110. The next 21 
bits — completing the first three octets — complete the network identifier. The remaining 
8 bits — the last octet — represent the host identifier. This accommodates more than 2 
million networks and 254 hosts for each network. 

Class D Used for multicasting to a number of hosts. Packets are passed to a selected subset of hosts 
on a network. Only those hosts registered for the multicast address accept the packet. The 
four high-order bits in a class D address are always set to 1110. The remaining bits are for 
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the address that registered hosts will recognize. Windows Embedded CE supports class D 
addresses for applications to multicast data to hosts. 

Class E Reserved for future use. An experimental address. High-order bits in a class E address are 
set to 1111. 

 
3. The Need to Enhance Internet Protocol Numbers 
With exponential expansion of communication network in last three decades, when an individual has multiple internet 
connections, even the number of 4.3 billion has been considered to insufficient as the Internet Protocols number are to be 
used across the globe at any moment. The limitations in Internet Protocol number has kept the pressure of developing the 
protocols to accommodate higher numbers of Internet Protocol leading to development of IPv6. The work of expanding 
the Internet protocol number had been carried out with Y2K problem in the last decades of the last century. IPv6 were 
first introduced in 1997, almost the same time the work on Y2Kwas at peak and concern for the worldwide computers. 
IPv6 format functions on 128 bites formatting and much larger scope than the IPv4 which is based on 32 bites format and 
there enlarging the scope for number of Internet Protocol many folds and the problem of insufficiency of Inter Protocol 
number came with successor protocols designed on 128-bits format. The system IPv4 had been working on 32 bits its 
successor designed on 128 format is known as internet protocol version 6 or IPv6. The IPv6 has 8 segments and the each 
segments may have up to four characters. The characters used in bocks of the IPv6 are hexadecimals, containing integers 
from 0 to 9 and alphabets A to F, thus total number of unique number in a single segment or block can be 16X16X16X16 
and thereby total number generated out 8 such segment have very large scope.  
 
4. The IPv6 
The addressing architecture of the on 128 bit format is IP Version 6, which is commonly known as IPv6.  On the IPv6 
addressing model, text representations of IPv6 addresses, definition of IPv6 can be the unicast addresses or the anycast 
addresses or the multicast addresses.  The addressing architecture of the Internet Protocol version 6 includes the basic 
formats having 3 types of IPv6 addresses viz. unicast, anycast, and multicast. A detailed study on these addressing 
systems have been made by a number of persons, to name a few among them who have widely accepted for their 
contributions are Paul Francis, Matt Crawford, Jim Bound, Brian Carpenter,  Scott Bradner, Bob Gilligan, Roger Fajman, 
Deborah Estrin, Peter Ford, Bob Fink, , Sue Thomson, Dimitry Haskin,  Bill Simpson etc. 
IPv6 addresses are 128-bit identifiers for interfaces and sets of interfaces.  Three types of addresses under Ipv6 are: 

 UNICAST 
 ANY CAST 
 MULTICAST 

 
4.1  UNICAST  
Unicast identifier functions on a single interface. The packet delivered to a unicast address to the interface identified by 
that address. 
 
4.2  ANYCAST 
Any cast identifier functions for a set of interfaces, which may belonging to different nodes. The packet, which are sent to 
an anycast address, gets delivered to one of the interfaces identified the address, the ‘nearest’ address according to the 
routing protocols' by the measure of distance. 
 
4.3  MULTICAST  
Multicast identifier functions on set of interfaces belonging to different nodes.  A packet, which are sent to a multicast 
address gets delivered to all interfaces identified by that address, no broadcast addresses exits in IPv6 so functions of 
protocol gets superseded by multicast addresses. The fields in addresses are usually given by specific name like "subnet".  
When this name is used with the term "ID" for identifier after the name viz "subnet ID" and refers to the contents of the 
named field.  It may be used with the term "prefix" viz. "subnet prefix" referring to the address from the left up and 
includes this field also. In IPv6, all zeros and all ones are legal values for any field, unless specifically excluded.  
Specifically, prefixes may contain, or end with, zero-valued fields.  
 
Addressing Model IPv6 addresses to all types and are assigned to the interfaces against nodes. An IPv6 Unicast address 
normally refers to single interface.  Each interface belongs to the single node and node's interfaces' Unicast addresses, 
which may be used as the node an identifier. All interfaces is supposed to have at least one link-local unicast address. A 
single interface may sometime have multiple IPv6 addresses in any type address be it the Unicast or Anycast or multicast 
or scope. Unicast addresses with scope greater than link-scope are not needed for interfaces that are not used as the origin 
or destination of any IPv6 packets to or from non-neighbors.  This is sometimes convenient for point-to-point interfaces.  
There is one exception to this addressing model: A unicast address or a set of unicast addresses may be assigned to 
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multiple physical interfaces if the implementation treats the multiple physical interfaces as one interface when presenting 
it to the internet layer.  This is useful for load-sharing over multiple physical interfaces. Currently IPv6 continues the 
IPv4 model that a subnet prefix is associated with one link. Multiple subnet prefixes may be assigned to the same link. 
Text Representation of Addresses There are three conventional forms for representing IPv6 addresses: 
The preferred form is x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x, where the 'x's are the hexadecimal values of the eight 16-bit pieces of the address, 
wherein every field is required to have least one numeral, however it is not necessary to write the leading zeros in any 
individual field. 
For an example 
FEDC:BA98:7654:3210:FEDC:BA98:7654:3210 
1080:0:0:0:8:800:200C:417A  
There are some methods of allocating specific styles of IPv6 addresses and it is common for addresses which may contain 
long strings of zero bits.  To writing addresses having zero bits, it is easier to represent by a special syntax which can be 
available to compress the zeros, thereby the use of "::"are written to indicate one or any number groups of zeros in 16 bits. 
Thus "::" appears only once in an address. "::" is some time used for compressing the leading or trailing zeros in an 
address and placed below:  
1080:0:0:0:8:800:200C:417A          
a  unicast address          
FF01:0:0:0:0:0:0:101                      
a multicast address         
0:0:0:0:0:0:0:1                              
 the loopback address           
0:0:0:0:0:0:0:0                             
the unspecified addresses  
These address can also be represented in compressed form respectively as: 
1080::8:800:200C:417A          
 a unicast address          
FF01::101                                  
 a multicast address  
c) ::1                                              
 the loopback address  
d) ::                                              
 the unspecified addresses   
 
Many time it is more convenient to deal in an alternative in a mixed environment of IPv4 and IPv6 nodes such as 
x:x:x:x:x:x:d.d.d.d, the 'x's represent the hexadecimal values of the six high-order 16-bit pieces of the address and the 'd's 
are the decimal values of the four low-order 8-bit pieces of the address  a standard used in IPv4 representation as under: 
0:0:0:0:0:0:13.1.68.3 
An IP address in IPv6 on compressing is represented as  
13.1.68.3 
An address looking like IPv4. 
 
5. Text Representation of Address Prefixes 
The text representation of IPv6 address prefixes is similar to the way IPv4 addresses prefixes are written in CIDR 
notation. An IPv6 address prefix is represented by the notation: IPv6-address/prefix-length where IPv6-address is an IPv6 
address in any of the notations listed. Prefix-length is a decimal value specifying how many of the leftmost contiguous 
bits of the address comprise the prefix. 
The legal representations of the 60-bit prefix can be illustrated as  
12AB00000000CD3 (hexadecimal): 
12AB:0000:0000:CD30:0000:0000:0000:0000/60   
12AB::CD30:0:0:0:0/60 12AB:0:0:CD30::/60 
The following are not legal representations of the above prefix: 
12AB:0:0:CD3/60 
may drop leading zeros, but not trailing zeros, within any 16-bit chunk of the address      12AB::CD30/60     address to 
left of "/" expands to                         12AB:0000:0000:0000:0000:000:0000:CD30 12AB::CD3/60      address to left of "/" 
expands to 
                         12AB:0000:0000:0000:0000:000:0000:0CD3  
When writing both a node address and a prefix of that node address e.g., the node's subnet prefix), the two can combined 
as follows the node address 12AB:0:0:CD30:123:4567:89AB:CDEF 
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and its subnet number 12AB:0:0:CD30::/60 can be abbreviated as 12AB:0:0:CD30:123:4567:89AB:CDEF/60. 
The type of an IPv6 address is identified by the high-order bits of the address, as follows:  
Address type         Binary prefix IPv6 notation Section ------------         -------------        -------------   ------- Unspecified          
00...0 (128 bits)   ::/128   
Loopback 00...1 (128 bits)   ::1/128    
Multicast 11111111   FF00::/8  2.7 
Link-local unicast   1111111010           FE80::/10  
 Site-local unicast   1111111011           FEC0::/10  
   
Global Unicast and Anycast addresses are taken from the unicast address spaces and are not syntactically distinguishable 
from unicast addresses. Some special-purpose subtypes of global unicast addresses which contain embedded IPv4 
addresses for the purposes of IPv4 or IPv6 interoperation. Future specifications may redefine one or more sub-ranges of 
the global unicast space for other purposes, but unless and until that happens, implementations must treat all addresses 
that do not start with any of the above-listed prefixes as global Unicast addresses. Unicast Addresses IPv6 unicast 
addresses are agreeable with prefixes of arbitrary bit-length similar to IPv4 addresses under Classless Interdomain 
Routing. There are several types of unicast addresses in IPv6, in particular global unicast, site-local unicast, and link-
local unicast.  There are also some special-purpose subtypes of global unicast, such as IPv6 addresses with embedded IPv4 
addresses or encoded NSAP addresses.  Additional address types or subtypes can be defined in the future. IPv6 nodes may 
have considerable or little knowledge of the internal structure of the IPv6 address, depending on the role the node plays 
for instance, host versus router.  At a minimum, a node may consider that unicast addresses (including its own) have no 
internal structure: 
I                                                          128 bits                                                 I 
+ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- + 
I                                                      node address                                            I 
+ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- + 
A slightly sophisticated host rather simple) may   additionally be aware of subnet prefix(es) for the link(s) it is attached 
to, where different addresses may have different values for n:  
|n bits | 128-n bits | 
 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+----------------+  
|subnet prefix   | interface ID | 
 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+----------------+  
Though a very simple router may have no knowledge of the internal structure of IPv6 unicast addresses, routers will more 
generally have knowledge of one or more of the hierarchical boundaries for the   operation of routing protocols.  The 
known boundaries will differ from router to router, depending on what positions the router holds in the routing hierarchy. 
Interface Identifiers Interface identifiers in IPv6 unicast addresses are used to identify interfaces on a link.  They are 
required to be unique within a subnet prefix.  It is recommended that the same interface identifier not be assigned to 
different nodes on a link.  They may also be unique over a broader scope.  In some cases an interface's identifier will be    
derived directly from that interface's link-layer address.  The same interface identifier may be used on multiple interfaces 
on a single node, as long as they are attached to different subnets. Note that the uniqueness of interface identifiers is 
independent of the uniqueness of IPv6 addresses.  For example, a global unicast address may be created with a non-global 
scope interface identifier and a site-local address may be created with a global scope interface identifier. For all unicast 
addresses, except those that start with binary value 000, Interface IDs are required to be 64 bits long and to be constructed 
in Modified EUI-64 format. Modified EUI-64 format based Interface identifiers may have global scope when derived from 
a global token (like IEEE 802 48-bit MAC or IEEE EUI-64 identifiers [EU164] or may have local scope where a global 
token is not available (the serial links, tunnel end-points, etc.) or where global tokens are undesirable (temporary tokens 
for privacy.  Modified EUI-64 format interface identifiers are formed by inverting the "u" bit (universal/local bit in IEEE 
EUI-64 terminology) when forming the interface identifier from IEEE EUI-64 identifiers. In the resulting Modified EUI-
64 format the "u" bit is set to one (1) to indicate global scope, and it is set to zero (0) to indicate local scope.  The first 
three octets in binary of an IEEE EUI-64 identifier are as follows: 
   0       0 0       1 1       2     
   |0       7 8       5 6       3| 
  +-----------+----+----+----+----+----+       
|cccc|ccug|cccc|cccc|cccc|cccc| 
 +----+----+----+----+----+----+  
written in Internet standard bit-order , where "u" is the universal/local bit, "g" is the individual/group bit, and "c" are the 
bits of the company id. 
The unique number for the IP is being considered to be more than sufficient for the time to come but the study of the 
operation and the procedure has to be made on continues basis for further development to Improve the capabilities of the 
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system to cope up with the advancement taking place in communication industry and the enhancement of the speed of the 
internet connection system is passing through. Strict procedure of the standardization has to be done to match the global 
standard that is the international organization for the standardization (ISO). The hardware and the software both has 
work to be compatible and conforming to the standards of the ISO. 
 

6. The Open Shortest Path First 
The ‘Open Shortest Path First’ is the Interior Gateway Protocol; a protocol having been designed and developed by the 
working group on OSPF belonging to the Internet Engineering Task Force. ‘Open Shortest Path First’ has been designed in 
manner to be exclusively used in the Internet Protocol network for supporting the Internet Protocol in sub-netting and also 
to perform the functions of the tagging the information derived from externally routing. The system of ‘OSPF’ permits the 
packet for authentication and has also has important role in Internet Protocol Multicast systems in regulating outward and 
inward move of packets i.e. to send and to receive the packets. The version developed to be suitable for execution on 
Internet Protocol Version 6 is called the version called the ‘OSPF Version 3’ commonly denoted as the ‘OSPFv3’. In fact 
the ‘OSPFv3’is the expansion of the ‘OSPF Version 2’ (OSPFv2) and has been developed keeping into considerations to 
support the prefixes of IPv6 routing. The ‘OSPFv3’ has been developed with the concepts and consideration that it should 
work effectively on both the systems of the ‘OSPFv2’ and the ‘OSPFv3’ on the Cisco CRS Router. Unless and otherwise 
there is specific mention to any function/process/procedure; the ‘OSPFv3’ can be effectively used for the routing in Internet 
Protocol in both versions of ‘IPv4’ and ‘IPv6’. Though successive version Internet Protocol version 6 or IPv6 is in use for 
more than two decades, still IPv4 is finding its use worldwide even till day.   
 
7. Conclusion  
Internet Protocol or IP is unique address allotted to each device while performing on the net. The unique address is 
assigned by the ‘Internet Assigned Number Authority’ (IANA) and global identification. Internet Protocol versions in 
vogue at present are of two types named as Internet Protocol version 4 or IPv4 and Internet Protocol version 6 or IPv6. 
The IPv4 version, the initial version has the limitation the limitation of accommodating unique numbers up to 
256X25X256X256 and therefore need for successive version has arisen, wherein it can have up to eight segments and 
total unique numbers generated can be out permutations generated out of 8 segments with segments capable of each 
segment is capable of generating 16X16x16X16 unique numbers or address. OSPF has been evolved as a gateway for the 
IPv4 the version is Open Short Path First version 2 or OPSFv2. After introduction of IPv6, the OSPF version has also 
been updated to Open Short Path First version 3 or OPSFv3 keeping in mind that it should be compatible to IPv4 and 
perform with addition load to take care of IPv6.      
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